congressional
investiGations
Vast sectors of the
American economy
are poised to come
into the crosshairs
of Congressional
investigators as
appropriators and
taxpayers demand
careful scrutiny of the
use of relief funds.

Congress is taking unprecedented steps to shore up the economy during the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. Nixon Peabody predicts this infusion of funds will
come with an increase in Congressional investigations. We offer decades of experience
in federal oversight matters—a critical advantage for clients involved in a complex and
unfamiliar process. Our attorneys have played key roles in many high-profile inquiries,
from the Whitewater Committee to the Impeachment Inquiry into President Trump.
Often, companies facing oversight actions must navigate parallel proceedings—
inquiries from multiple Congressional committees or federal agencies, Department
of Justice (DOJ) or Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) enforcement actions,
criminal proceedings, and follow-on litigation.
We guide clients’ engagements with Congressional investigators from the start:
responding to inquiries from committee staff, managing information production,
assessing jurisdictional and practical implications of overlapping oversight committees,
analyzing the impact of witness selection, all the way through providing statements
and testimony. We provide key advice and trusted guidance so clients can approach
oversight inquiries with confidence and purpose, and achieve a satisfactory resolution.

Businesses accepting CARES Act loans and grants will face
careful scrutiny from Congress on their use of relief funds.
Asking the Right Questions
Nixon Peabody attorneys have decades of experience on
both sides of Congressional investigations, including
committee staff and special counsel assignments.
We combine zealous defense-side advocacy with an
investigator’s instinct, ensuring our clients are prepared for
all possibilities and ready to respond.
With our experience as a guide, we help clients ask the
right questions at every step.

— How should I interpret a House or Senate inquiry?
— How will my response change based on which
committee approaches me?

— Is this inquiry designed for fact-finding, or for an
eventual enforcement referral?

— What are the potential implications (for me, my
business, my employees, etc.) of testifying before
Congress?

— Is the interest in my business coming from a federal
agency or a member of Congress?

— What prompted this outreach—an audit, a
whistleblower report, or a competitor’s communication?

— Can staff-level interviews address the committee’s
concerns?

— Is public testimony required?

Guided by our firsthand experience, we can assess an
investigation’s timeline, political context, and resource
constraints to build the best strategy and reach a
successful outcome.

Trusted guidance
throughout any
oversight investigation

Narrowing the scope

Our attorneys have:

How can a business be forthright in an inquiry while
also protecting private information? Our attorneys
guide clients who are navigating privilege issues and
confidentiality concerns in highly regulated industries.
We develop strategies to reasonably narrow the
financial impact of overbroad document requests,
provide key information to refocus inquiries in a way
that will achieve the Committee’s goals while easing
the burden on the client.

— Served as chief counsel to the Senate Banking
Committee, leading the Whitewater investigation of
President Clinton’s dealings with the Madison
Guarantee Trust

Guiding a hearings strategy
Congressional hearings are fraught with risks for
businesses and executives. We see these high-stakes
situations as opportunities to advance the client’s
goals by thorough preparation and careful messaging.
From crafting opening statements that draw on
deep experience and deliver a clear and compelling
message, to anticipating measured responses to
potentially politically-motivated inquiries, to ensuring
that witnesses are prepared to assert their rights and
privileges strategically and respectfully, we’re ready and
able to protect our clients’ interests.

Navigating the impact
Congressional hearings can have myriad effects on
clients and their industries. The tenor of witness
testimony can be scrutinized in future agency referrals.
Committee statements may generate follow-on
litigation on the federal or state level. Proposed
legislation may warrant a government affairs strategy.
Our attorneys work to ensure that the client’s
congressional investigation response aligns with their
litigation posture, public affairs needs, or legislative
and regulatory goals. We also offer a long view of
follow-on state impacts, with a team of former state
legislators and agency officials to evaluate potential
challenges and opportunities.

— Served as chief counsel to Senate Select Committee on
Vietnam POW/MIA investigations, leading to the
normalization of relations with Vietnam following the
Vietnam War
— Represented a National Security Council attorney in
the House Intelligence Committee investigation of the
Trump impeachment inquiry, successfully avoiding
public testimony through careful negotiations with
counsel for the House and the White House
— Represented a witness in the Investigation into
Russian Interference in the 2016 Presidential Election
(Mueller Investigation)
— Represented a multi-national pharmaceutical company
in responding to a congressional request for
documents and written information in the context of
parallel United States Attorney’s Office (USAO) and
DOJ investigations
— Represented a potential witness in an ongoing
confidential inquiry by the Senate Permanent Select
Committee on Investigations
— Served on a team defending a major pharmaceutical
company in an investigation concerning the suspected
inflation of certain drug prices in advance of the
Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act before the
House Committee on Energy and Commerce
— Offered testimony before the Senate and House
Oversight Committee investigation resulting from
service as Chief Prosecutor in the campaign finance
investigation of the 1996 presidential election
— Served as executive branch agency counsel, preparing
statements, document productions, presentations, and
witnesses for numerous Congressional investigations
and hearings
— Served as Senior Aide to House Rules Committee
Chairman
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About Nixon Peabody LLP
At Nixon Peabody, we see 21st century law as a tool to help shape our
clients’ futures. We are constantly thinking about what is important to
our clients now and next so we can foresee obstacles and opportunities
in their space and smooth the way. We work together to handle complex
challenges in litigation, real estate, corporate law, intellectual property,
and finance anywhere in the world.
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